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PREFACE
This Standard was prepared by the Joint Standards Australia/Standards New Zealand Committee
EL-014, Equipment for Explosive Atmospheres, to supersede AS 1482—1985, Electrical equipment
for explosive atmospheres—Protection by ventilation—Type of protection v.
The objective of this Standard is to provide requirements for the design, construction, assessment,
verification and marking of rooms used to protect internal equipment by pressurization or artificial
ventilation or both as applicable when located in an explosive gas atmosphere or combustible dust
atmosphere hazardous area with or without an internal source of a flammable gas or vapour, as a
means of protection for installations associated with explosive atmospheres.
This Standard also includes requirements related to safety devices and controls necessary to ensure
that artificial ventilation, purging and pressurization is established and maintained.
This Standard does not specify the methods that may be required to ensure adequate air quality for
personnel with regard to toxicity and temperature within the room. National or other regulations and
requirements may exist to ensure the safety of personnel in this regard.
Protection of rooms by using an inert gas or a flammable gas is outside of the scope of this Standard.
It is recognized that such applications are special cases, which in part may be addressed using the
principles from AS/NZS 60079.2, but in all probability will also be the subject of additional, stringent
engineering standards, procedures and practices. Pressurized enclosures for equipment that are not
intended to facilitate the entry of personnel are addressed in AS/NZS 60079.2, and are not in the
scope of this Standard.
This Standard is an adoption with national modifications, and has been reproduced from,
IEC 60079-13:2017 (ED. 2.0), Explosive atmospheres — Part 13: Equipment protection by
pressurized room ‘p’ and artificially ventilated room ‘v’. The modifications are additional
requirements and are set out in Appendix ZZ which has been added at the end of the source text.
Appendix ZZ lists the variations to IEC 60079-13:2017 (ED. 2.0) for the application of this Standard
in Australia and New Zealand.
As this document has been reproduced from an International Standard, the following applies:
(a)

In the source text ‘this part of IEC 60079’ should read ‘this Australian/New Zealand Standard’.

(b)

A full point substitutes for a comma when referring to a decimal marker.

It is intended that both AS 1482 and AS 2380.4 will be withdrawn 3 years from the date of publication
of AS/NZS 60079.13. AS 1482 and AS 2380.4 may be used, as relevant to the application, until they
are withdrawn.
It is also intended that Appendix A from AS 1482 will be transferred into the next edition of
AS/NZS 60079.10.1.
It is considered that the requirements for protection of rooms in Zone 2 only by ventilation in
IEC 60079-13 are not sufficiently developed. On this basis, the AS/NZS adoption has removed this as
an approach as part of the adoption of IEC 60079-13.
In such cases, the use of other Standards such as NFPA 496 and EN 50381 could be followed and may
be accepted.
It is also noted that the application of protection by ventilation requires careful administration and
understanding of other Standards, including AS/NZS 60079.10.1 and AS/NZS 60079.14.
Australian or Australian/New Zealand Standards that are identical adoptions of international
normative references may be used interchangeably. Refer to the online catalogue for information on
specific Standards.
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The terms ‘normative’ and ‘informative’ are used in Standards to define the application of the
appendices or annexes to which they apply. A ‘normative’ appendix or annex is an integral part of a
Standard, whereas an ‘informative’ appendix or annex is only for information and guidance.
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AUSTRALIAN/NEW ZEALAND STANDARD

Explosive atmospheres
Part 13:
Equipment protection by pressurized room ‘p’ and artificially ventilated
room ‘v’ (IEC 60079-13:2017 (ED 2.0), MOD)
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APPENDIX ZZ
VARIATIONS TO IEC 60079-13:2017 (ED. 2.0)
FOR AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)
(Normative)
ZZ1 SCOPE
This Appendix lists the normative variations to IEC 60079-13:2017 (ED. 2.0).
ZZ2 VARIATIONS
The following modifications are required for Australian and New Zealand conditions:
Element

Instruction/New text

Foreword

After ‘A bilingual version of this publication may be issued at a later date.’, add:
AS/NZS 60079.13 may be used in conjunction with other national, regional or
international Standards including other parts of the AS/NZS 60079 series, and in
particular AS/NZS 60079.14. Other Standards may also have requirements for
particular applications, e.g. AS 1375 or AS/NZS 5601 for gas appliances.

Cl 1

First paragraph, delete:
– located in a Zone 2 explosive atmosphere (an area normally requiring EPL Gc) with
or without an internal source of gas/vapour release and protected by artificial
ventilation;

Cl 2

1

After the first paragraph, add the following:
The Australian/New Zealand Standards listed below are not equivalent to the
IEC normative reference, however they are required for the application of this
Standard. All references in the source text to the IEC normative reference shall
be replaced by references to the corresponding Australian/New Zealand
Standards. Australian or Australian/New Zealand Standards that are identical
adoptions of international normative references may be used interchangeably.

2

Delete ‘IEC 60079-10-1, Explosive atmospheres — Part 10-1: Classification of
areas — Explosive gas atmospheres’ and replace with the following:
AS/NZS 60079.10.1, Explosive atmospheres, Part 10.1: Classification of
areas — Explosive gas atmospheres.

3

Delete ‘IEC 60079-29 (all parts), Explosive atmospheres — Gas detectors’ and
replace with the following:
AS/NZS 60079.29 (all parts), Explosive atmospheres — Gas detectors.

Cl 4.2.2

Delete the clause text and replace with the following:
The artificial ventilated room maintains artificial ventilation to dilute a release of
flammable substance to reduce a hazardous area inside such that the required EPL is
reduced from either Gb or Gc to non-hazardous, or from Gb to Gc.
NOTE: This permits equipment with a lower EPL to be installed within the artificially
ventilated room except for ventilation safety devices (see 7.3.1).
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Rooms may be protected by either general or local artificial ventilation. General
artificial ventilation applies to an entire room or a significant portion of a room and
local artificial ventilation applies to restricted regions, for example an extraction
hood
Standard pre-fabricated modular assemblies such as gas turbines, analyser houses,
metering stations, quality laboratories or drill rig rooms designed by package
manufacturer’s for international use may be protected by artificial ventilation “vc” in
accordance with this Standard. It is intended that such assemblies are rigorously
validated as part of international trade requirements and are not one-off or prototype
assemblies.
Cl 7.1.3.2

Second paragraph, replace with the following:
The diameters of the gas and liquid inlet and outlet piping should be sized to provide
the maximum flow of fluid required by the process equipment and have adequate
strength and pressure rating for the service.

Cl 7.1.4.4

Delete and replace with the following:
Unless there are exceptional conditions as indicated in Appendix B the ventilation
system shall remain energized even when other electrical power to the ventilated area
is de-energised.

Cl 7.3.4

First paragraph, replace with the following:
The type, quantity and placement of detectors installed shall be based upon an enduser process risk evaluation and the specific Standards for gas detection. The location
of gas detectors will depend on the gas properties, particularly density (refer to
AS/NZS 60079.29 (all parts)).

Bibliography

After the last entry, add the following:
AS 1375, Industrial fuel-fired appliances
AS 1482, Electrical equipment
ventilation—Type of protection v

for

explosive

atmospheres—Protection

by

AS 2380.4, Electrical equipment for explosive atmospheres—Explosion-protection
techniques, Part 4: Pressurized rooms or pressurized enclosures
AS 3814, Industrial and commercial gas-fired appliances
AS 61508 (all parts), Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems
AS IEC 61511 (all parts), Functional safety — Safety instrumented systems for the
process industry sector
AS/NZS 5601 (all parts), Gas Installations

*** END OF DRAFT ***
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Preparation of Australian/New Zealand Standards
Australian/New Zealand Standards are prepared by a consensus process involving
representatives nominated by organizations in both countries drawn from all major interests
associated with the subject. Australian/New Zealand Standards may be derived from existing
industry Standards, from established international Standards and practices or may be
developed within a Standards Australia, Standards New Zealand or joint technical committee.
The following interests are represented on the committee responsible for this Draft
Australian/New Zealand Standard:
Auckland Regional Chamber of Commerce
Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Australian Industry Group
Australian Institute of Petroleum
Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association
Australian Pipelines and Gas Association
Aviation and Marine Engineers Association
Bureau of Steel Manufacturers of Australia
Business New Zealand
Communications, Electrical and Plumbing Union — Electrical Division
Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (QLD)
Electrical Compliance Testing Association of Australia
Electrical Contractors Association of New Zealand
Electrical Regulatory Authorities Council
Electrical Safety New Zealand
Engineering New Zealand
Engineers Australia
Institute of Electrical Inspectors (Australia)
Institute of Instrumentation, Control and Automation Australia
Mining Electrical and Mining Mechanical Engineering Society
NSW Department of Industry, Skills and Regional Infrastructure Development
SafeWork NSW
University of Newcastle
WorkSafe New Zealand
For information regarding the development of Standards contact:
Standards Australian Limited
GPO Box 476
Sydney NSW 2001
Phone: 02 9237 6000
Email: mail@standards.org.au
www.standards.org.au

Standards New Zealand
PO Box 1473 Wellington 6140
Freephone: 0800 782 632
Phone: (04) 498 5900
Email: enquries@standards.govt.nz
www.standards.govt.nz

For the sales and distribution of Standards including Draft Standards for public comment contact:
SAI Global Limited
Phone: 13 12 42
Email: sales@saiglobal.com
website: www.saiglobal.com
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Standards Australia
Standards Australia is an independent company, limited by guarantee, which prepares and publishes
most of the voluntary technical and commercial standards used in Australia. These standards are
developed through an open process of consultation and consensus, in which all interested parties are
invited to participate. Through a Memorandum of Understanding with the Commonwealth
government, Standards Australia is recognized as Australia’s peak national standards body.

Standards New Zealand
The first national Standards organization was created in New Zealand in 1932. The New Zealand
Standards Executive is established under the Standards and Accreditation Act 2015 and is the
national body responsible for the production of Standards.

Australian/New Zealand Standards
Under a Memorandum of Understanding between Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand,
Australian/New Zealand Standards are prepared by committees of experts from industry,
governments, consumers and other sectors. The requirements or recommendations contained
in published Standards are a consensus of the views of representative interests and also take
account of comments received from other sources. They reflect the latest scientific and industry
experience. Australian/New Zealand Standards are kept under continuous review after publication
and are updated regularly to take account of changing technology.

International Involvement
Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand are responsible for ensuring that the Australian
and New Zealand viewpoints are considered in the formulation of international Standards and that
the latest international experience is incorporated in national and Joint Standards. This role is vital
in assisting local industry to compete in international markets. Both organizations are the national
members of ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the International
Electrotechnical Commission).

Visit our web sites

www.standards.org.au

www.standards.govt.nz

